
FEATURE -PACKED VHS VIDEO CAMCORDER
A Video Camera and VCR in One!
Shoot Your Own Movies and Watch
Them Instantly

NEW
FOF 881

129900
Low As $65 Per Month *

Extended Service Plan
Available

Available Sept. 30. 1987

Camera Features
 2/3" MOS Imaging System
 Low -Light (7 Lux) Recording
 2/3" Electronic Viewfinder
 Variable -Speed Shutter
 Infrared Auto -Focusing
 Auto White Balance and Iris
 Handy Electronic Self -Timer

Record
Play

Features

 HO System for Improved
Picture Sharpness

 Uses Standard VHS Tapes
 Forward and Reverse Visual

Search at Three Times the
Normal Playback Speed

 Two Hours Recording Time

Realistic Model 100 MovieCorder . You've always wanted to produce and
direct your own movies. Now you can! Tape up to two hours of unforgettable
events in full color and sound. Best of all, you get to see and hear them over
and over immediately. Just aim and shoot. Infrared auto -focusing takes the
hassle out of getting clear images. Auto white balance assures natural -
looking skin tones and true-to-life colors continuously. Auto -iris provides
proper exposure, even in changing light. Self -timer delays record -start 30
seconds so you can get in the picture also. Then, connect to any TV set and
enjoy the action. You can even record to or from a second VCR.

The attached mike provides a synchronized soundtrack. And with the
MOS imaging system, you're able to record high -resolution video when very
little light is available-no need for glaring lights and awkward cables. The
adjustable 2/3" electronic viewfinder displays what you are shooting just as it
will appear on your TV, and you can instantly review the last few seconds of
shooting in the viewfinder. The date is displayed in the viewfinder and can be
superimposed on the tape as you record. Variable -shutter -speed reduces
blur during freeze-frames of high-speed action. Imagine-you can analyze
6 Apply for Revolving Credit Today and

Includes Hard
Carry Case and
Shoulder Strap

your golf swing step by step or see the precious look on your child's face.
The fast f/1.6 macro lens with power zoom smoothly takes you from a

close-up to a telephoto shot. You'll notice the superior detail HO (High
Quality) circuitry provides. And the forward/reverse search mode makes it
easy to quickly scan tapes for desired programming.

Includes one -hour rechargeable battery pack. charger/AC adapter. A/V
output cable, hard case and shoulder strap. 16-801 1299.00

These Accessories Available on Special Order
Two -Hour Battery Pack, Mobile 12 VDC Power Cord, AN Input Adapter to
connect MovieCorder to a VCR for dubbing, RF Converter to play MovieCor-
der on any TV on Channel 3 or 4.

SPECIFICATIONS
CAMERA SECTION: Pickup: 2/3" MOS. Lens: 11 5-69mm f/1.6 zoom with macro. Shutter Speeds:
1/60, 1/120, 1/250. 1/1000. 1/2000 second. Resolution: 350 lines Microphone: Condenser RE-
CORDER SECTION: Heads: 4 video Tape Speed: SP External Connections: AN in/out. ve"
earphone, 12 VDC power lack. GENERAL: Size: 718 x 5.N.32 x 13N" Weight: 4.4 lbs.. without battery
Power Consumption: 9.5 watts.
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